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         Snom Microsoft Lync IP Phones are a way of communicating interactively it is more cooperative, appealing and you can access it everywhere. Snom Microsoft Lync IP Phones are great for IT as it is extremely secure, powerful and reliable. Microsoft Lync works with existing Microsoft features this makes it easier to manage and migrate into existing systems and it costs less to own
 Snom Microsoft Lync IP Phones make it much easier to do your work from anywhere at any time
 Snom Microsoft Lync IP Phones help people to communicate with people as contact lists are automatically updated, there are activity feeds so you can keep up to date with other workers and picture-enhanced presence so you know who you are talking to
 Snom Microsoft Lync IP Phones are consistently as good throughout Microsoft Office as you can see who is available to talk when you are writing a word document or when using any form on Microsoft Office. You can use desktop sharing to make documents more accessible and make you work more efficiently.  Microsoft Lync is available on phone, PC and the internet so you can access and communicate with people using a number of different devices
 Microsoft Lync Server 2010 is built to be a single platform so you can enhance and extend it; it can even replace traditional and IP PBX systems
 Snom Microsoft Lync IP Phones support all the regular features you use in day to day work such as answer, transfer, hold, forward, divert, park and release. You can also use all these features when you are away from your desk or out of the office as long as you have internet access and it does not require a VPN connection
 Snom Microsoft Lync IP Phones are also compatible with other Microsoft services such as Microsoft Exchange server, Active Directory and Microsoft SharePoint. You can also use Microsoft management tools to make Snom Microsoft Lync IP Phones easier and cheaper to manage
Compare Lync IP Phones here
Compare Lync Meeting Room Devices here
For Microsoft Lync datasheet click here
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